
We welcome the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) and the District Plans however 
would like to highlight opportunities that we believe should be included in the District 
Plans as they will enhance the planning for Sydney and ensure it remains, Australia’s 
best city. 
  
Parramatta remains Sydney’s 2nd CBD and this is welcomed. The investment in light 
rail, metro, the new stadium, and the relocation of the Powerhouse Arts Centre and 
government departments demonstrates that government is committed to this vision 
and provides the private sector with confidence.  Having said that we do not believe 
that Parramatta is the sole solution for the lifestyle issues that exist in greater western 
Sydney. 
  
We are concerned with the lack of vision and emphasis being placed on Liverpool and 
South West Sydney. With over 300,000 people and over 50,000 dwellings being built 
there a new city the size of Canberra under construction with no amenity, no rail 
infrastructure and no cultural and sporting institutions planned. 
  
While we acknowledge that there will be a 3rd city based around the new Sydney 
airport, this will not be a reality or have a critical mass for at least 20+ years. 
  
The current travel times by road or public transport to employment in Camden, 
Wollondilly, Liverpool LGA’s is disproportionally higher than the rest of Sydney and is 
leading to negative outcomes on health and effects on the family unit. Whether travel 
to Parramatta or the City, people in these areas are travelling approximately three 
hours in total per day to access white collar employment. With tertiary education levels 
rising in the South West we believe an effort should be made for matching employment 
opportunities moved to Liverpool by the relocation of 100,000 m2 of commercial space 
to act as an anchor to support all the housing growth planned for the district.  
 
Below are our recommendations that we believe should be incorporated into the 
District Plans: 
  

 The relocation of 100,000 m2 of government departments by the NSW 
Government into Liverpool CBD and lifting the status of Liverpool to Sydney’s 
3rd CBD. 

 The extension of the South West Metro from Bankstown to Liverpool then to 
Badgerys’s Creek Airport with stops at Miller, Middleton Grange, Austral, and 
Bringelly. This will allow for urban regeneration of Miller and also relieve 
pressure on our roads by giving people a viable public transport option. 

 Express services on the existing T5 Train line linking Campbelltown, 
Glenfield,  Liverpool, Fairfield, Parramatta, and Blacktown together. Journey 
times from the furthest points should be no longer than 30 minutes. This with 
the above extension of the SW Metro will mean that Bankstown as well as the 
other suburbs mentioned above will ALL be within 30 minutes of the new airport 
making it truly ‘Western Sydney’s Airport’. 

 The making of the George’s River Precinct around Liverpool a Priority Growth 
Precinct rather than a collaboration zone. This is an area of state significance 
and the task should not be left alone to Liverpool Council. This area represents 
an opportunity to provide significant environmental benefits by removing heavy 



industry from the river banks which are privately owned to mixed use residential 
precincts back in public ownership. This can also provide affordable housing 
with high amenity close to existing public transport.  

 A value capture funded exhibition centre/multi use stadium in Liverpool to 
create employment and cater for the industry that exists and is moving into the 
South West. 

 Significant investment in road infrastructure to support the Moorebank 
Intermodal to ensure that the traffic that is projected does not deter investment 
in the area. 

  
We believe that if the above does not happen that there will be significant negative 
economic and social impacts for Sydney. 
  
We would be more than happy to discuss these matters and welcome the opportunity 
to put them forward. 
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